I. Reminder - Spring Course Inventory System Access. The online form will be available April 15-May 16 for the following course inventory changes. Please note that changes approved during this period will be reflected in the spring 2012 Course Schedule.

- Restrictive statements
- Subject-matter descriptions (course content)
- Prerequisite statements
- Addition of new numbered topics

- Kim has posted dates on C&C website.
- Kim has sent an email to the department course schedulers notifying them of the access period.
- Kim will send reminder that some minor course inventory updates may need to go before C&C committee.

II. Course Inventory – All course inventory forms were approved. Forms are posted on the C&C website.

III. Proposed legislative changes to the B.S. Nutrition degree.

Nancy Hazen-Swann and Kay Southworth presented the proposed changes to the nutrition degree.
Expanded statistics requirement; added honors sequences; exemption of NTR 326 and 126L if honors biology sequences is taken; adjusted core nutrition hours; reduced social science requirement in option I; reduced foreign language requirement in option VI to second semester proficiency.

- **Approved by the committee with minor updates to clarify that SSC 325H and BIO 326M can count toward only one requirement where listed.**

V. Proposed legislative changes to the B.S. Textiles and Apparel degree:

Nancy Hazen-Swann and Beth Smith presented the proposed changes to the textiles and apparel degree.

Updated introductory paragraph to reflect current state of the field and opportunities within it; removed formal admission process; expanded statistics course options; changed references to TXA 319 to new course sequence TXA 219 and 119L.

- **Approved by the committee.**

VI. Proposed legislative changes to the B.A. and B.S. Computer Science degrees.

BA Computer Science and BS Computer Science:
- Replaced course sequences with new inventory approved Fall 2010.
- Dropped EE 316
- Updated mathematics requirement pending department approval.
- Addition of CS 357 and 357H as alternatives to CS 341 and 353.
- Replaced 1 upper-division math course from list with SSC 321; pending department approval.

BS Computer Science:
- Addition of SSC 329C as alternative to M 340L or 341.
- Option III – updated coursework palette from 29 to 25 hours to equal 120 total minus 95 required hours for degree.

- **Approved by the committee.**

VII. Proposal to adopt one Quantitative Reasoning Flag in all degrees and options.

- **Approved by the committee.**

VIII. Proposed addition of teaching option to the B.S. Computer Science degree.

- **Postponed until May 12 meeting.**
IX. Proposed legislative changes to the UTeach options in biology, chemistry, mathematics, nutrition, and physics.

➢ Postponed until May 12 meeting.

X. Proposed legislative changes to the B.S. Interdisciplinary Science degree.

➢ Postponed until May 12 meeting.

XI. Adjournment

The next meeting will be held on May 12, 2011.